NOTES: LARK Studio (with Kalback Studio) was engaged as the
Project Team. We have completed Inventory and Analysis and Polled
Stakeholders of both Cottage and Main Street to create a conceptual
design that is currently being reviewed by the Bar Harbor Town
Council and leaders for review and funding. Next steps include Design
Development and Construction Documents.

NOTES: LARK Studio completed the following Tasks and Key Meetings
as part of the Cottage Street Project.

NOTES: LARK Studio completed the following Tasks and Key

Meetings as part of the Main Street Project.

NOTES: The following items were found as key challenges and

opportunities as part of the 2006 Inventory and Analysis completed by
Land Design Group/Woodard & Curran.

NOTES: LARK Studio revisited the existing conditions of Main Street

and analyzed today’s conditions of the street in comparison to 2006.
While direction signage has been added, as well as some sidewalks
and ADA ramps have been repaired or installed, opportunities exist to
enhance circulation and connections. Highlighting access to the Shore
Path, addressing dangerous intersections and abundant curb cuts were
all elements of concern LARK found in addition to the 06 Study .

NOTES: The following diagram illustrates the typical dimensions of

lower Main Street. Many widths are at or below design standards and
limit the capacity for additional streetscape amenities such as bike lanes.

NOTES: The following diagram illustrates the typical dimensions

of parallel parking on lower Main Street. Many widths at or below
design standards and obstruct the Maine State DOT requirements for
a 20’ buffer at road intersections. There is an opportunity to optimize
parking on Maine Street, while using the buffer zone for bump outs and
amenities.

NOTES: Because the streetscape has been modified and constructed

in various stages, and the lack of striping/delineation for parking at the
lower end of lower Main Street, there is sometime unintentional parking
violations or just general lack of optimizing parking.

NOTES: The 2006 Study identified street elements such as various

materials in all sorts of disrepair, (curbs and asphalt in poor condition) as
well as the lack of ADA curb ramps. In 2018 the town has taken initiative
to bring nearly all ramps to ADA standards. Some sidewalks have been
repaired, and look attractive with new curbing and clean delineation
between road and sidewalk. Some parts of Main Street still need
updates.

NOTES: The 2006 Study found during their inventory and analysis of

the street that the overhead utilities obstructed views. The pedestrian
lighting, though attractive, was limited in the streetscape and not
necessarily cohesive. At times there are attractive ornamental lights
used, in combination with Cobra head style lighting used as well. In
2018, the utilities were largely unchanged, however many light poles
have been updated. LARK Studio noted many time light poles obstructed
the pedestrian space leaving very little passage for users, especially
wheel chairs.

NOTES: As depicted in the 2006 Streetscape Study,
this view of Cadillac from lower Main Street is largely
unchanged and leaves much to be desired in terms of
the overall streetscape.

NOTES: The 2006 Study inventory captured an eclectic
assortment of street furniture and lack of street signage.
By 2018 a Signage Study and its installation has taken
place and attractive signage brings cohesion to the
streetscape. Much of furniture remains exactly the same
or unchanged in style.

NOTES: Additional findings were noted by LARK
Studio after having met with Stakeholders (Residents
and Business Owners) of Main Street that were not
necessarily defined in the 06 Study. These findings
are important considerations for LARK to acknowledge
today.

NOTES: The following slides walk through of the design
of Lower Main Street, from intersection to intersection.
Opportunities, challenges and restraints will first be
identified on the existing aerial slides. Discussion and
design solutions will follow.

NOTES:

NOTES: The intersection of Main Street and the Village Green is the most northern
intersection of the Lower Main Street Study conducted by LARK Studio. Perhaps one of most
challenging intersections along the entire corridor, Mt. Desert St and Main Street have a long
history of accidents, near accidents, impossible traffic jams from improper parking, and overall
safety issues for all. In particular, the right turning lane onto Main Street has been an issue.
The Maine State DOT has plans to address this sharp corner from a safety standpoint, and
meanwhile LARK has identified the corner as a place to address the parking and pedestrian
access. LARK identified this area as well as others where current parking can be reclaimed for
green space. The space along Sailor & Hook through to Window Panes provides a wonderful
opportunity to extend street trees, benches and widen pedestrian space. Additionally,
LARK has identified Albert Meadow as an access point to the Shore Path, which should be
celebrated.

NOTES: The space along Sailor & Hook through to
Window Panes provides a wonderful opportunity to
extend street trees, benches and widen pedestrian
space. In contrast, he right turning lane onto Main
Street has long been an issue for both pedestrians and
drivers.

NOTES: Another view of that corner in question, as well
as existing conditions of the area along Window Panes.

NOTES: The area of Main Street enhanced with Street
Trees.

NOTES: LARK has suggested physically preventing
parking with the use of a bump out at this corner, which
will in turn add green space and accentuate the turning
radius needed for drivers to safely navigate this sharp
turn.

NOTES: The design proposed by LARK which addresses the potential NOTES: An example of special paving at crosswalks
to enhance green space along Main Street businesses, adding trees,
and intersections that enhances character of the
benches and enhanced paving to identify the area near the Village
downtown area. Bollards in combination with colored
Green as special/unique. Additionally the design proposes introducing/
enhancing sidewalks, identifying the shore path access road, and clearly paving will distinctly identify the space for pedestrians.
marking the area designated for buses turning onto Mt Desert.

NOTES: A strategy used throughout this presentation
as well as at the Main Street / Village Green Intersection
is the use of bump-outs and clear safe pedestrian
crossings. This example if from Concord, NH.

NOTES: A diagram illustrating how bump-outs work.
Bump outs are used throughout the design in both
Cottage Street and Main Street. A bump-out deceases
the time and area pedestrians are in the vehicular zone
and add space for amenities and aesthetic define and
enhance the streetscape.

NOTES: A demonstration from “PARKing Day”
that shows just how little of footprint reclaimed for
pedestrians when not used by drivers can enhance a
streetscape. Thus, pocket parks are justified that their
small footprint can have large impact.

NOTES: From Derby Lane to Newton, challenges
include the lack of safe clear pedestrian crossings, as
well as over abundant curb cuts. Existing green space is
under utilized.

NOTES: Design solutions proposed by LARK include
clear and safe pedestrian crossing at Atlantic Avenue
and at Derby Lane, including an attractive intersection
with bump outs. Previously underutilized spaces are
opportunities for art installations.

NOTES: By limiting curb cuts at the lawn and parking
adjacent to Adelman’s parking spots can be increased.
There is opportunity to use the space at Villagers to
enhance their curb appeal, while adding a rhythm and
usable green space along Main Street.

NOTES: Opportunities were identified between Newton
Way to Hancock where space could be utilized to
continue the rhythm of green space or art /Bar Harbor
identifiers. Hancock Road could also be identified in
a way that celebrates the access to the shore path,
creating a pattern of these identifiers. There is a desire
to increase circulation and decrease J-walking by adding
bumpouts, cross-walks and decrease curb cuts.

NOTES: LARK identified areas to be utilized for art
installation opportunities or Bar Harbor identifiers.
A cross walk is introduced between Peekytoes and
McKay’s. Bump outs and a colorful intersection is
introduced at the Grand.

NOTES: Areas identified to install art or other
opportunities unique to identify Bar Harbor create a
rhythm along the streetscape.

NOTES: A close up of those areas and what exists now.

NOTES: One of the greatest amenities of Bar Harbor
is the shore walk, and it’s access is currently under
utilized. LARK identifies opportunities to increase the
use and the attractiveness of these intersections.

NOTES: To accommodate the enhanced intersection, and to fit

optimal parking sizes, some parking spaces have been identified to
be re-purposed for bumpout space outside the Tea House. In contrast,
reserved space for a bus zone that is underutilized, can be re-purposed
for parking. There is the opportunity to screen unsightly parking, and to
introduce a pocket park. Stanwood Place could use a crosswalk.

NOTES: The design proposed by LARK exhibits
street trees to screen the Grand Parking, an attractive
intersection at Stanwood place, and a pocket park
between Bar Harbor Lobster Co. and MDI offices.

NOTES: The existing conditions of the Grand Hotel
Parking lot and streetscape looking toward Bar Harbor
Lobster Co.

NOTES: The streetscape with added street trees for
screening and Bar Harbor art or identifier adding rhythm
to the street, creating a desire to continue walking
southward to Lower Main Street.

NOTES: Existing conditions of identified areas for
enhanced green space or bumpouts.

NOTES: The areas shown previously with the use of
street trees.

NOTES: LARK identified spaces where unstripped
parking which leads to under optimized or underutilized
spaces could be recaptured for green space. Large curb
cuts need to be addressed, as well as lack of crossing at
center street. The shore path at Wayman Lane may also
be celebrated. Areas are identified where art installations
could be opportune.

NOTES: The design solution incorporates bump-outs,
safe crossings and enhanced green spaces. Wayman is
identified as an access road to the Shore Path through
special paving and possible columns or markers. Of
special note, a park-let adjacent to Everyday Joe’s
allows for a rhythm of outside eateries, in cohesion with
Macho Bistro and Mt Desert Ice cream

NOTES: The existing conditions of the areas
identified as potential green space/pocket parks or art/
opportunities.

NOTES: The existing conditions of the area between Edgewood

Street to Park Street, exhibit a lack of excitement or interest at the
areas of both the Ballfields and the YMCA Parking, (which is used for
the town’s Farmer’s Market), and as a entrance to the downtown Bar
Harbor streetscape. There is opportunities to optimize parking and to use
bumpout where necessary.

NOTES: As the last node of this streetscape project, the Livingston/

Park Street intersection is an important one as it can be viewed as an
important Gateway to Bar Harbor for those traveling North from Acadia
or Route 3. This intersection, supported by cohesive enhancements
along the streetscape, can provide for identifiers for Shore Path Access,
enhanced circulation and signage to civic spaces, as well as better
utilized parking and bump outs.

NOTES: The existing conditions of the access to the
Farmer’s Market from Main Street.

NOTES: Opportunities exist for thee important
intersection that doubles as a Gateway to Bar Harbor
and an access to the Shore Path.

NOTES: The important intersection that doubles as a
Gateway to Bar Harbor and an access to the Shore
Path can be identified using special paving treatments
or subtle elements in the landscape such as those used
at the Freedom Trail in Boston, or in Burlington VT
Streetscapes.

NOTES: The corner of the ballfields, currently
underutilized, present an opportunity for Welcome
Signage.

NOTES: Just 10 spaces are lost throughout the
optimization and increased pedestrian friendly designed
streetscape along Lower Main Street.

NOTES:

NOTES: Bump outs are enhancements for safety as
well as amenities: Lighting, benches, hydrants, street
trees, trash cans, planting and storm water systems can
be used within a bump out.

NOTES: A combination of paving treatments creates
a diverse, attractive, utilitarian and attractive means of
paving. Examples include brick, concrete unit pavers,
granite and stamped concrete.

NOTES: Examples of special paving treatments that
are used and successful throughout Maine and New
England.

NOTES: Attractive pedestrian lighting options are both
ornamental and can serve several purposes. Colorful
banners and hanging planters are dynamic ways to add
texture to a streetscape. Limiting vertical elements, light
poles can double as charging ports for electric cars, or
ever parking meters. Cobra style lights have ornamental
alternatives. LED and night sky friendly options are
available.

NOTES: Similar elements as described in the Cottage
NOTES: Street trees add a vibrant texture, color, canopy
Street amenity guidelines are proposed. An emphasis
and often opportunity for planter bench / seating.
on Maine or local goods and services to acquire, build or
install these elements are preferred. Luna Form Planters
are an example of a quality product desired for this
streetscape. Custom cut benches from local craftsmen is
another proposed element.

NOTES: Pocket parks are dynamic and useful in a
NOTES: Art installations can be dynamic in form, in season and
time. Example of Maine art installations range from wire melded animals
sense that often times they are either temporary use of
by Wendy Kemplar, granite stone pieces by Maine stone workers as
a n underutilized space or vacant space, and can bring
part of the Maine Granite Sculpture Trail, Wind Sculptures that offer
color and texture to a small area using movable furniture movements and sounds by George Sherwood, planted Installations such
as the temporary work in Portland ‘Tracing the Fore’ or the installation
or planters.
celebrating Maine’s Lupin Lady at the Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens.

NOTES: An overall successful and recent streetscape
in Concord NH project mirrors the goals of Main Street
in Bar Harbor. The project was largely funded by the
federal BUILD grant (formerly TIGER).

NOTES:

NOTES: General Cost Estimate by LARK.

NOTES: Detailed Cost Estimate by LARK.

NOTES: Similar Streetscape Projects - Saint Alban’s
in VT was funded partially through the BUILD grant,
as was the Concord NH Streetscape. Concord, as well
as York, Maine, made the important decision to bury
utilities during this extensive effort, rather than loose the
opportunity.

NOTES:

